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Figure S1. The number of patients whose EEG was used in the analysis at different time points after 

return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC). Black, blue and red lines indicate all patients, patients with 

good outcome and patients with poor outcome, respectively. 
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Figure S2. Propofol infusion rate in good and poor outcome patients. The thick red and blue lines 

represent group medians after return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC). Narrow vertical lines 

represent interquartile ranges. The data before 7 hours from ROSC is not presented due to low number 

of recordings (N < 50). 
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Figure S3. An example of raw EEG recordings and C-Trend Index values in a patient with good 

outcome at 6 months after cardiac arrest (patient A in Figure 3). The pictures represent screenshots 

from Bittium BrainStatus software and include Burst Suppression Ratio (BSR), amplitude integrated 

EEG (aEEG), and Alpha-Delta Ratio (ADR) parameters in addition to C-Trend Index. The time above 

the pictures represents the duration from return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC). The yellow 

vertical line on top of the parameters in the right panel indicates the location in time from which the 

raw EEG on the left panel is presented. The recording represents moderate SWA (C-Trend Index > 

50) already at 5 hours from ROSC which continues throughout the entire observed time period (~5-

25 hours from ROSC). There is a minor decrease in C-Trend Index values in the end occurring 

together with burst suppression pattern. 
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Figure S4. An example of raw EEG recordings and C-Trend Index values in a patient with poor 

outcome at 6 months after cardiac arrest (patient C in Figure 3). The pictures represent screenshots 

from Bittium BrainStatus software and include Burst Suppression Ratio (BSR), amplitude integrated 
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EEG (aEEG), and Alpha-Delta Ratio (ADR) parameters in addition to C-Trend Index. The time above 

the pictures represents the duration from return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC). The yellow 

vertical line on top of the parameters in the right panel indicates the location in time from which the 

raw EEG on the left panel is presented. For the first 12 hours, C-Trend Index values are below 20 and 

the abnormal or low SWA (C-Trend Index < 50) continues until ~16 hours from ROSC. After that, 

moderate SWA (C-Trend Index > 50) is seen until the index drops close to 20 at 42 hours from ROSC. 

The decrease in C-Trend Index at that time occurs together with an epileptic seizure seen in the raw 

EEG. After ending of the seizure at 43 hours, the index returns to the values seen before the seizure. 
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C-Trend Index and epileptic EEG activity 

In addition to outcome prediction, EEG is used for detecting epileptic activity which comatose CA 

survivors frequently suffer from. Electrographic status epilepticus has been reported to occur in 

approximately 30% of these patientsS1,S2 and many of these are non-convulsive or masked by muscle 

relaxants.S3 Aggressive treatment of epileptic seizures and especially status epilepticus has been 

suggested to potentially improve the functional outcomeS4,S5 and an ongoing clinical trial TELSTAR 

(NCT02056236) addresses this issue. As an incidental finding in the current study, we noted epileptic 

seizure to break the SWA and induce a drop in the C-Trend Index in one of the poor outcome patients 

(see Figure S4). After ending of the seizure, the index returned to the values seen before the seizure. 

Whether the method could be used for detecting more widely such activity should be investigated 

systematically in future. 
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